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Conferences and seminars are the most common type of business events that help solve business problems. This is one of the main activities “E20 Summit“.
Business events help to create and maintain the image of companies, attract new partners and investors, as well as increase brand awareness!



















Why us?






More than 30 awards in the field of event, marketing, hr-consulting. Included in various top-5 and top-10 event-organizers of business events







We can provide a comprehensive assessment of the event by the degree of involvement and emotional perception of the participants










Own equipment fleet of more than 2,000 units







174500 guests attended our events in 2020
























Organization of business events is an important part of any company’s image










Conferences




Conference is an organized event, where representatives of a certain industry discuss questions of a given theme. Initiators of business conferences are commercial and noncommercial organizations. They conduct business events of such type for their partners (actual or potential) and colleagues in order to discuss various problems, private and general questions connected to the branch, regional business and business in general, for attraction of partners and clients, etc.








Seminars




Seminars are held mainly for the purpose of training. Conducting seminars involves speakers and an audience interested in knowledge. In addition to knowledge and experience, professional communications are created in the process. The complexity of organizing seminars depends on the scale of the event and the objectives set. Even a modest corporate seminar can bring a grand result. Organizing a seminar requires finding a venue, designing the design, advertising support, technical equipment and much more.












News



	
Eсo-Friendly Swag: Sustainable Giveaway Ideas for Green Business EventsIn an era where environmental сonsсiousness is not just appreсiated but expeсted, green business events are beсoming the norm rather than the exсeption. One of the key aspeсts of organizing suсh events is сhoosing eсo-friendly swag or giveaways that align with sustainability goals. Sustainable swag not only minimizes environmental impaсt but also sends a powerful… Read more: Eсo-Friendly Swag: Sustainable Giveaway Ideas for Green Business Events

	
Cloud Computing: Unveiling Trends and Impact on Business Processes and IT InfrastructureInnovating Horizons: A Dive into Cloud Computing Trends The realm of technology is ceaselessly evolving, and within this ever-shifting landscape, cloud computing emerges as a formidable force steering the course of businesses and IT infrastructures. Unraveling its multidimensional impact requires a nuanced exploration of the current trends shaping the contours of this digital revolution. Navigating… Read more: Cloud Computing: Unveiling Trends and Impact on Business Processes and IT Infrastructure

	
Writing Services: How They Can Help You Stand Out to Employers“Choose a job you love, and you will never have to work a day in your life.” – Confucius. Passion remains at the core of success today. However, presenting oneself in a positive light is equally essential. Students often turn to online resources like takemyclassesforme to improve their career prospects in today’s competitive job market.… Read more: Writing Services: How They Can Help You Stand Out to Employers











Proud Companies

































































































































What is included in the seminar support service?




Our agency will provide services for preparing and conducting seminars and conferences. Such events of business character require professional approach. We use complex approach to conduct seminars.








Organization of business events includes the following procedures:




	Development of the program taking into account budget;
	Selection, order and decoration of the site;
	Meeting and lodging of guests;
	Installation, setup and maintenance of equipment;
	Work on the creation of the necessary printing products;
	Development and implementation of the entertainment show program;
	Registration of participants and holding the conference;
	Providing refreshments, business lunches and coffee breaks.





The main task – to make events stylish and really useful for business clients.





















We are happy to be of service to you!









If you have any questions or would like more detailed information about our events, please contact our specialists!






Contacts











Manager
hello@e20summit.com







General Questions
info@e20summit.com








You can find us at
303 George Street
Ocala, FL 34471




We are open from 9:00 to 21:00
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